
Kislev – 12/17/22. 
The Month of Dedication: 

 
 

I.        Most of you are familiar with the holiday celebrated during this season called 
Chanukah. Therefore, most Hebrew Roots/Messianic groups also subscribe to 
the traditions associated with the festival. What we want to do is to set aside the 
‘festivities’ and take a look outside of the box of TRADITION in order to 
examine the Prophetic significance of this entire month and how it applies to us 
as a company of Believers. 

 
Kislev  

 
The 9th month of the Hebrew calendar is Kislev, H#3691, כּסלו, and is commonly 
believed to have been a Babylonian name. However, it is mentioned in 
Nehemiah 1:1 and Zech. 7:1 which I find interesting as it is my opinion that they 
were contemporary with Daniel, Esther, Ezra, Malachi, and Haggai! Likewise, as 
we’ve shown in previous studies, the evidence supports that Daniel and Ezra 
colluded to hide the Pure Hebrew language while in Babylonian captivity and 
very well could have been engaged in a conspiracy comprising all the above!  
 
I also want to remind you of Rev. 12:1 where it is said that the Dragon drew 1/3 
of the stars with his tail and casts them to the earth. It is interesting that the 
constellation Draco, Latin for Dragon, was at one time (5000-yrs. Ago) the 
location of the Polar North star and at present its’ tail intertwines 1/3 of the 
constellations. If every Tribe is assigned to a specific Month, like Benjamin with 
Kislev, and each also assigned to a constellation, then the DARK MONTHS 
9,10,11, &12 are associated with this Dragons’ influence! This is important to 
remember as most Hebrew Roots Believers celebrate Hanukkah, the Feast of 
Dedication that is the only festival that links 2 separate months 9 & 10!  
 
Moreover, during this season there have been and will be again, spectacular 
stellar events that will capture the worlds’ attention! For instance, both Daniel 
and Revelation speak of the same 4-Beast empires, and many note the beasts 
with 7-heads and 10-horns and fervently try to associate them with their future 
Nation counterparts. What is sad is that our understanding of the Zodiac and the 
message of the Stellar Luminaries prohibit us from truly understanding End-
Times prophecy! Let me remind you of the Draco/Dragon above and the 4-
Constellations he controls: He has a cluster of 7-stars, or ‘Heads’ called Bootes 



in his head depicted as the mouth of Draco intent upon devouring the Son of 
Virgo. (Rev.12) The constellation Hercules has 10-stars, that form a giant horn 
and the Constellation Corona depicts 7-crowns or stars near Draco’s head! The 
Message has been in the heavens since the dawn of eternity and if we will pay 
attention we will not be deceived! It is believed the events of Rev. 12 will occur 
during the 9&10th months – November/December! Kislev/Tevet! Moreover, for 
Draco/Drago to be cast down a severe shift in the earth’s pole must occur 
causing Draco/Drago to no longer be visible in its’ normal position, disappearing 
below the horizon much like rolling up a scroll! This cannot happen if the 
EARTH IS FLAT BTW! 
 
Why is this information critical to understanding the prophetic symbolism of 
Kislev? Because like the message of the Stars - each of the aforementioned 
Prophets lived in a time that forecasts our own day! They lived when many of 
their brethren were still scattered among the Nations, they each focused on a 
future when the Temple would be rebuilt! They each condemned the behavior of 
the priests who were leading Israel away from YHVH! How relevant is that to 
the current push toward the 3rd-Temple construction and restoration of a 
counterfeit ‘Levitical’ Priesthood? Not that Levi was counterfeit, rather those 
who have usurped the lineage Levi/Aaron today are! 
 
Now, look at the gematria of Kislev – 116 - it is the same as the plural form of 
H#3883, Luwl, a staircase or winding ladder, to fold back. Hmmmm? This seems 
to hint that Kislev is somehow coupled to the idea of a DNA Helix. Which 
would fit nicely when we realize that Yahshua was conceived during this Month! 
As a result, this month is a ‘birthing’ process! Though exciting, we often forget 
the Birth Pangs that presage our delivery! This Kislev is the Darkest month, 
depicting the WOMB OF THE VIRGIN filled with the MAN CHILD – Yahshua 
– whose birth fulfilled Gen. 1:2,3. About to be devoured, and in the midst of 
Tohu V’bohu waste and desolation – the darkest hour/month – YHVH said: “Let 
there be Light”! The value of that phrase equals 232, if we add the value of 
Kislev, 116 our total is 348 the same as משׁח, masach, to smear, anoint and the 
root of Mashiach – Messiah! 
  
There are several other powerful observations regarding Kislev that we will also 
look at, and hopefully, we’ll spend a bit of effort looking at the Temple 
construction aspect, because tradition has it during this season that the 2nd-
Temple had been desecrated, and observance of the Shabbat and Festivals 
condemned by the Syrian/Greek King Antiochus Epiphanes who is said to be a 



forerunner of the Anti-Messiah. During this month Kislev, the sanctuary is 
rededicated and the legend of the 9-days of oil for the Menorah born! Again, we 
must separate legend from Torah and remember that the Tabernacle Menorah 
was 7-branched – not 9. 
 
With that said, it would seem then, that a future connection to the Anti-Messiah, 
the 3rd-Temple, along with the shifting of the Roman Church into a Chimera 
Body consisting of a ONE WORLD POLITICAL - RELIGIOUS SYSTEM 
wherein the hidden Elite unveil their plans to UNIFY Judaism, Islam and 
Christianity will come into conflict with the Remnant of True Israel and much of 
tradition will obscure the truth from all but the diligent seekers! This consortium 
is labeled Chrislam for its’ efforts to embrace both Christianity and Islam. I will 
list the following website where the Grand Pontiff made remarks that “Jesus is 
Satan and that relationships with him were dangerous and harmful”	
https://newspunch.com/pope-francis-declares-jesus-is-satan-vows-to-usher-in-
one-world-religion/  
 
In support of the above position, I believe that the Triad of these Religious 
groups will crown their ‘False Messiah’ during this time of year! In fact, there 
already exists a Religious structure in Berlin called “The House of One” where 
Muslims, Christians and Jews share a place of interfaith worship.  
 

II.      As we note the unique connection to this Season of Dedication or Season of 
Lights at Kislev, I must refer you back to our earlier discussion of Daniel, 
Esther, Ezra, Nehemiah, Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi as these also witnessed 
the dispersion and subsequent regathering of the Exiles and a rebuilding of the 
Temple, which again, links us to the current day: We have been exiled, the 
Regathering is taking place as we speak, and the Temple-Not-Made-With-Hands 
is being built. On the other hand, the counterfeits of the House of Esau are 
themselves mustering a ‘regathering’ of sorts while preparing for the building of 
the 3rd-Temple. But, exactly who is behind this? Though most Christians, Jews 
and Hebrew Roots maddeningly insist that the Temple Mount, Western Wall, 
Dome of the Rock, area will be the sight of YHVH’s 3rd -Temple, behind the 
scenes ever so craftily, the Vatican, Freemasons, Jesuits, the Illuminists, Elite 
and all the other Occult groups are going to rebuild Solomon’s Temple for their 
CRAFT – MAGIC – GAOTU – Great Architect Of The Universe God - not a 
temple dedicated to YHVH! MARK THIS DOWN! In fact, what was called 
Herod’s temple was actually a remodeled version of Solomon’s Temple! And not 
even at this site! 

 



How Can This Be? 
 
As already stated, the former events regarding Daniel mentioned above occurred 
during the advent of the Medo-Persian empire, a.k.a. the ‘Bear’ of Daniel 7: 5. 
Historically, in hindsight many have prophesied a return of a latter-day Medo-
Persian alliance, however, looking through the telescopic lens of the Hebrew 
language, could there instead of a Nationalistic Kingdom, be a hidden reference 
to a ‘religious confederation’ that is instigated politically? Let’s see…Daniel 7:5 
 
And behold another beast, a second, like to a bear, and it raised up itself on one 
side, and it had three ribs in the mouth of it between the teeth of it: And they said 
thus unto it, Arise, devour much flesh. 
 
Pay attention here: I found it disconcerting that this Bear of Daniel rises up on 
one side – a euphemism indicating it is unbalanced, one side perhaps stronger 
than the other! This Bear has three ribs in its’ mouth - *Note the word for rib, 
H#5967, עלע, alah – rendered ‘rib’. *Note the word Alah! It is said to originate 
from tsalah, to curve, but also to be lame, or to limp. Don’t forget that Jacob 
walked with a limp and Esau has replicated that limp in order to usurp Jacob’s 
role as Priest of the ‘religious’ world. By the way, did you know that POPE 
Francis walks with a limp? It is my opinion that this Pope will rise up (He leads 
1.3 billion now) with one side – Catholicism – stronger than all the others and 
UNITE with Judaism and Islam (The 3 Ribs) in order to crush the resistance of 
the Remnant who are currently making their Greater Exodus out of Babylon!  
 
How could this happen you ask? Each of the 3 in their present forms: 
Catholicism, Judaism, and Islam were CREATED by the ELITE and their 
principal leaders deliberately inserted in order to create confusion and present 
what seems a ‘religious choice’ to the World’s Masses! [Mark ‘religious choice’ 
you’ll see why later…]  
 
It is also worth mentioning here that the Pope is crowned with what is called a 
Triregnum – a Papal Tiara formed by 3 crowns, symbolizing the triple power of 
the Pope: Father of Kings, Governor of the World and Vicar of Christ! I believe 
this also alludes to the three ribs in the mouth of the Bear! 
 
However, the power of Pope Francis is a sham for the true Vatican leader known 
as the Black Pope who rules over maritime law, the world’s banking system, 
Freemasonry, all secret alphabet services worldwide: Cia, fbi, sis, mi6, mossad 



and others. (Lower case to avert scrutiny) 60% of Israel’s land is owned by the 
Vatican, including the Temple Mount where the Vatican plans to build their 3rd 
Solomon’s Temple for their own throne! Thus, a unification of the Great Triad of 
Religions has a foundation that has been anticipated for centuries! 
 
Get ready for this - SLAP... CATHOLICISM very well could be MYSTERY 
BABYLON IN SCARLET CLOTHING! Again! Remember this, you’ll also see 
an additional Scarlet connection in a bit! 
 
Let me ask you another question: Did you note the last part of the verse in 
Daniel?…and they said thus unto it, arise devour much flesh…If you look at 
sentence structure there is NO [THEY] present! So, who could issue such a 
stern, apocalyptic decree, if not the Wizard(s) behind the screen who control 
every facet of life, except those who EXTRICATE THEMSELVES FROM 
BABYLON! Stop here! Look at the word for Devour, H#399, אכל, akal, defined 
as ‘to eat’, yet could also metaphorically mean to slander and accuse! Yes, the 
Powers That Be are cannibalistic! But, how much more diabolical their efforts to 
slander and devour the Souls of those made captive through WORDS! 
 
Now, the above text says this Bear of Daniel raises up on its’ side, H#7859, 
 ,שתר setar, translated as ‘side’ but it has the same etymological origin as ,שׁטר
satar, meaning secret, to conceal, to be hidden, to hide oneself carefully, to 
create a mystery! Therefore, the strength of this BEAR is its secrecy; it’s 
mystical, hidden agenda!  
 

THE BEARS’ SECRET HARLOT LIFESTYLE: 
 
Now, look at Rev. 17:5 where the woman arrayed in Scarlet and Purple has upon 
her forehead a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE 
MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH! 
 
This is simply mind staggering! No pun intended! Could this MARK IN THE 
FOREHEAD be the counterfeit of the Mark or Seal given to those who belong to 
YHVH in Rev. 9:4, 14:9?  How ironic that there are, as we speak, deliberately 
and intentionally created, injectable toxic magical potions, filled with nano 
particles which are designed to cross blood/brain barriers (PINEAL GLAND) 
and lie dormant until effectively ‘AWAKENED’ by electromagnetic frequencies 
with the power to induce ‘spiritual awakenings’! One of the Pope’s Crowns is 
Pine Cone Shaped from whence we get Pineal! 



Not convinced? Please note: There is a device called a Koren Helmet or GOD 
HELMET, that has been proven able to generate magnetic fields which produce 
mystical, religious, spiritual experiences and altered states while wearing the 
device! By the way, Koren’s etymological root is Latin in origin indicating 
Spear, from Quirinus; a Roman god associated with Romulus and the planet 
Mars, pointing to war! Please also check out Dormio, a prototype device 
developed by MIT to interface with dreams to explore your subconscious.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/God_helmet  
https://www.syfy.com/syfy-wire/new-mit-device-dormio-hacks-dreams 
 
Is it conceivable that the Powers That Be could take advantage of this ‘winter, 
cloudy, season’ in order to seed the atmosphere with EMF designed to target 
certain areas and people based upon their beliefs? Ask yourself this: How many 
people do you know who are currently depressed, frustrated, sicker than normal 
and are bombarded daily by, cell phone, wi-fi, microwave, 5G towers, City 
Water contamination, and we didn’t even mention THE V – AX, neither 
contamination from the shedding of those who’ve been compromised by it! This 
doesn’t take into account the daily manipulation by every form of news media 
that has subliminal, embedded code words that are capable of activating 
previously embedded dormant particles! 
 
What mysteries, or hidden secrets could possibly be unlocked or released during 
the Month of Kislev? We know without doubt that YHVH is releasing here-to-
fore unheard of and unseen information that is suddenly and specifically being 
decloaked by the Hebrew language! But, what if the Elite could also have their 
own INFORMATION HIGHWAY – and just like the ‘slave traffickers’ and 
human traffickers, it became possible that INFORMATION TRAFFICKERS 
could literally access the human mind and buy, sell, or steal or implant 
information that could be used to blackmail, bribe and even clone the host from 
whence it was taken???? Did you just call me crazy??? 
 
Let me also point out quickly, that Kislev is the Month of DREAMS and the 
above only supports how manipulative the Spiritual Powers are during this 
season! We’ll address this later on! 
 

What about the Mystery or Secrets of Babylon? 
 

III.     The simplest way is to hide truth within the depths of words – language, in 
particular – RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE! As we look once again at the sequence 
of events in our Dan. 7 text, the Bear is extraordinary because there are 3-ribs in 



it’s mouth. How so? Rather than using the typical H#7969, שלוש, shalowsh, the 
more common word for ‘3’, the word H#8532, תלת, telawth is given. Though 
translated here as three, it has the root stem of Tala, meaning scarlet and refers to 
the armies of Babylon who were dressed in bright Red or Scarlet! What other 
Modern Nation is known today as REDCOATS? What does Mystery Babylon 
wear? One of the most powerful world families is Rothschild – literally, ‘Red 
Shield’! What about the mysterious Red Shoes in the photographs of many of the 
worlds’ Elite? Is it possible that they, the Elite who control the world through the 
Papacy and Modern British Bear (Britain is ruled entirely by The Merovingian 
Dynasty presumed to be heirs of Jacobs throne and who are said to have the 
Stone of Scone upon which, it is purported Jacob laid his head) the latter - 
Britain who is weaker – hence, the weaker side - and serves first the Papal 
Crown rather than the Crown of England, could in fact, represent this coalition 
similar to the Medo-Persian Bear and insist upon the restoration of Israel (1918 
Balfour Declaration) and Judaism and their 3rd-Temple while having in it’s 
mouth the 3 Great Ribs of Religion principal to each: Christian, Jew and those 
who worship Alah – Islam?  
 
As we speak, each of these ‘Religious’ groups is a sham! Ever clamoring for a 
more inclusive approach when embracing the ancient sins of Torah! You have 
Christian televangelists fleecing the Sheep, creating a pyramidal – top-heavy – 
marketing-Merchandizing Babylonian system that only rewards the Apostles and 
Prophets they endorse. What was once called Protestantism because of a 
supposed opposition to the Catholic Church has finally been exposed as the 
HARLOT DAUGHTER OF THAT WHORE – Still found emphatically 
embracing the Holy Days sacred to Nimrod-Babylon! Each of the above has their 
ambassadors to Islam creating an ménage a trois (Rick Warren, Pope Francis 
examples) that can only produce bastard sons! Yet, they cannot be seen 
completely unmasked, as the Masses must be presented with what they think is a 
choice! Just like VOTING DEMOCRAT OR REPUBLICAN!  
 
[Short aside here: The Matrix has a character called the Merovingian, a 
trafficker of information. He is famous for saying: “Choice is an illusion 
created between those with power and those without.” Also, There is only one 
constant. One universal. It is the only real truth. Causality: Action, reaction. 
Cause and effect!] 
 

The BEAR – דוב 
 



Most of the criticism of my interpretation of Dan.7: 5 will stem from the KJV 
translation of this word bear. Remember, Daniel is charged with hiding the 
words of the book until the END TIMES! So….what of this Bear? 
 
The Hebrew has it Dov, and granted it is rendered bear because of its’ supposed 
slow, ponderous movement. However, when one examines the etymological 
origin of Dalet-Bet we find a unique relationship in multiple words ranging from 
strength, affluent, to overflow, to speak or whisper, (The Nachash was a 
whisperer) attached, joined, speech, vernacular, said, uttered, adhesive, sticky, 
viscous, pestilence, plague, and so on. Is it possible, that instead of a revised 
example of the slow, ponderous yet powerful Nations of Medo-Persia, Could this 
BEAR KINGDOM – instead be represented as having a secret; a once dying 
tongue, a language of Magic, a tongue that only the Elites at one time mastered, 
the same tongue which once ruled the ROMAN EMPIRE – and now rules the 
courtrooms and medical fraternities of the Nations! Just ask J.K. Rowling of 
Harry Potter fame and Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg how powerful this tongue 
is! LATIN 
 
Remember, when the People are ignorant of a Language it is the safest place to 
hide a secret! Curiously, the gematria of DOV (Bear) is 12. The same as the 
infamous Gog, of Gog and Magog! Many believe the final invader of Israel will 
be from this place! I firmly believe this is hinting at the ancient invaders of 
Babylon who’re today firmly entrenched in the cloistered garb of the monastic 
Vatican horde! 

Kislev continued… 
 
For an intriguing exercise, as we break the word Kislev apart, the Kaf-Samech 
root gives us Kes – indicating a Throne or the Seat of YHVH! We next have 
Lamed-Vav, Lev, and meaning heart. Could this reveal that the Anti-Messiah 
will be enthroned upon the hearts of these “Sons of Esau” and finally, literally 
given what they irreverently call the Seat of YHVH in the 3rd-Temple? This is 
consistent with the only place this word Kes, H#3676, כּס, is found. Ex. 17:16 
For he said, because YHVH hath sworn [Al-Kes; upon-the throne] YHVH will 
have war with Amalek from generation to generation! Amalek was the grandson 
of Esau! 
 

The Month of War: 
 



IV.     Kislev the 9th month, like all the other months is assigned to a specific tribe: In 
this case, Benjamin. Moreover, the constellational sign of Kislev is Sagittarius or 
Keshet – The Bow! Again, a very interesting Omen as Keshet can also indicate a 
Rainbow! Which sign, if you recall in our exhaustive work “The Rainbow 
Language” was in fact a visible circle from above! It is also a figurative 
reminder of the Cyclical ‘Bow’ in the vault of the heavens that became the 
model for the Tabernacle, which would itself had been constructed in a circular 
pattern! This once more, links the month of Kislev to a future 3rd-Temple being 
built! Again, I submit, this 3rd Temple will be the single most devastating, 
destructive and divisive instrument the world has ever seen! It will become an 
INSTRUMENT OF WAR! 
 
Is it therefore probable that the war between YHVH and Esau/Amalek is 
somehow centered on the contrast between the “Rainbow Language” – I.E. the 
language of Creation – Hebrew, the Living Word conceived and birthed during 
this Kislev season and the Language of Rome - Latin? Why and How? Please 
note: Kislev - כּסלו, and Keshet - קשׁת: The latter could also be written קשׁט, 
which depicts ‘truth’. It also points at going straight, to be straight as a synonym 
for truth. (Jastrow) While some scholars (Steinberg) write that the reference to a 
bow with an arrow as in Sagittarius – hints at being prepared, ready. In addition, 
many scholars believe the root of Kislev to be – כסל, kesel, translated as ‘Hope’ 
in several places in Torah! It is my opinion, that while the earth may seem in its’ 
darkest state (Dec. 21st the longest/darkest) the Light of the World resurrects and 
returns! This is the Hope of Kislev! Thus… 
 
Could the LIVING WORD – LANGUAGE during this dark season - become an 
instrument of war for those who enthrone Yahshua upon their hearts, His Word 
an arrow of truth, shot into the hearts of the People in open defiance of the ONE 
WORLD GOVERNMENT AND RELIGIOUS SYSTEM of the adversarial 
Roman Esau? 
 
Let me remind you of Zeph. 3:9 For then will I turn to the people a pure 
language, that they may all call upon the name of YHVH, to serve Him with one 
consent. 
 
For years we’ve taught that Hebrew was this ‘pure’ language. Yet, the full 
understanding of how it was to be used in these end times had escaped me. Last 
night Abba reminded me that ROME – a.k.a. – The Powers That Be – have used 
a corrupted language taken specifically from the KJV scriptures and used that 



language to confound, entrap, enslave and destroy the People! Please note just a 
small sampling of words: Human, child, male & female, liberty vs. freedom, 
birth certificates, understand vs. stand-under, incorporation, mortgage, license, 
privilege vs. right and many more!  
 
However, if one looks at the Hebrew language of Scripture for our definitions, 
rather than the Roman-Latin English Babylonian tongue then we can COME 
OUT OF HER! How? It is also interesting to consider that the one of the Parsha 
read during Kislev is that where we learn of Benjamin who is the only Son of 
Jacob who did not bow to Esau after crossing the river Jabbok. Jabbok H#2999, 
  .whose root stem seems to indicate to empty, split, divide ,יבּק
 
Benjamin holds a unique place in history having supposedly settled in the 
Scandinavian countries of Norway, Switzerland, Iceland and Denmark, Nations, 
which historically, have NEVER BEEN UNDER THE CONTROL OF ROME – 
ESAU! Ironically, many believe that the Vikings of Normandy also migrated to 
Ukraine and Russia. However, it is the Spiritual Benjamites – Sons of the Right 
Hand – who will learn the language of Torah – Truth and extricate themselves 
from slavery! 
 
On an esoteric level, Kislev is the month associated with the sense of sleep 
lending emphasis to it also being known as the “Month of Dreams”. It is during 
this month that most of the dreams found in Torah are read about. This is 
important based on what we’ve learned thus far regarding the ability of the Elite 
to impose their will upon individuals who have submitted – either through 
ignorance or acquiescence – the ownership of their bodies. This may seem far-
fetched, yet for centuries that ownership has manifested in the form of Birth 
Certificates, Baptismal records, Marriage licenses and other physical means! 
Now, however, their efforts to own the literal SOULS of men has morphed into 
the insertion of Patented Materials – via Nano technology and Electro-magnetic 
manipulation - that shows proof of ownership theirs! (Please research Unam 
Sanctam of 1302 where Pope Boniface declared ownership of the entire world 
including the ‘souls’ of all living men) Let me show you just one more 
technology that could literally be associated with this MONTH OF DREAMS!  
 

Inter-dream Communication: 
 

Efforts are already long underway to exploit “Social Dreaming” through a 
process termed ‘lucid dreaming’ via an Internet connection. One should refer to 



the film Inception (2010) where Leonardo DiCaprio stars as a professional thief 
infiltrating the subconscious of his prey! Never forget that the Illuminists must 
magically reveal their plans hidden in twisted forms such as the language. For 
instance: Leonardo means ‘Strong Lion’ – while Di means ‘son of’ Caprio – The 
Goat! The Anti-Messiah, will be the Baphomet or Goat’s head in the guise of the 
Lion of Judah!  
 

Come Out Of Her My People: 
 

Revelation 18:3, 4 tell us that the Merchants of the earth have been made rich by 
Babylon. The Greek word for ‘Merchants’ - em’-por-os - hints at commercial 
trafficking of goods and services – in this case PEOPLE! Your Birth Certificate, 
Social Security numbers are traded globally in the stock market and your sweat 
equity given to the Elite! Babylon YOU WILL FALL SOON! 
 
Verse 4 emphatically tells us to come out of her in order to not be partakers of 
her sin and to avoid her plagues! The word Babylon is said to be Hebrew in 
origin, H#894, בּבל, Bavel, a confusion by mixing, i.e. the confounding of 
languages as supposed in the Genesis 11 Tower of Babel incident. However, 
Babel or Babylon was more likely from an ancient name for the Sumerian deity 
Bab-ilim meaning GATE OF THE DEITY or Gate of the God. It is my 
contention that this ancient City/Tower was the central location for getting 
immunized to protect against the Language or DNA of YHVH and instead, 
prepare the host receiving the inoculation to become a Gateway for the Fallen 
Ones whose words, seed, language would indentify them as property of – slaves 
to – these gods!   
 
This is the Season of Light! We are Children of the Light! YHVH is Light! 
Come out of the Darkness!  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 


